FEATURE

Perfection!
PALETTE

From calming combinations of neutrals to colour-studded palettes in
green, blue, red and more, here’s how hues work together to unify rooms
and create eye-catching contrasts...
Impressions: Kannagi Desai and Ruhi Singh
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FEATURE

Red, Blue & Yellow

DARK WITH WARM TONES
A dark green sofa can be an
eyesore or a gem, depending
on its surroundings. With the
right colours and accessories to
complement it, the dark green
fabric gives the room a lush,
rich style. Use warm colours
like orange or yellow to lend a
cosier feeling but with a royal
twist. Keep accessories on the
darker side of the warm colour
palette, like dark pink and even
a darker shade of fuchsia. Add
a bit of glamour with some over
the top sequinned cushions
— a great icing on an already
delicious cake!
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FEATURE

Red, Blue & Yellow

CREAM WITH PALE
GREEN ACCENTS
Create an effortless and versatile
colour scheme by combining cream
with green. The trick is to keep the
values of each colour consistent. For
instance, the green plant and the
pale green frame on the table or the
cream study with a chair of the same
hue. To prevent monochromatic
colour from being monotonous,
introduce textured walls and décor
accessories in the same palette.
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FEATURE

TURQUOISE WITH
FESTIVE COLOURS
The colour turquoise is blue
with yellow in it, giving it a
blue-green tone. It can be
light or dark, more green
or more yellow. Making
it work with the colours
that made it is the best bet
at hitting the right spot!
Whether it’s a bright hot
pink, or a dark mauve,
these colours lend a
delightfully feminine twist
to your space.

Red, Blue & Yellow
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